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Clean Water Services



• Established in 1970     

• Water resources management utility 

serving more than 560,000 residents of 

urban Washington County

• 12 Partner Cities

• Budget: $64.6M Operating/$66M Capital

• Close working relationship with 

Washington County, but a separately 

managed and financed public utility

CLEAN WATER SERVICES



TUALATIN RIVER 

WATERSHED



PROBLEM…



PROBLEM…Solution?



RESOURCE



RESOURCE



Need for Water



Less than 2 years ago



FUTURE…WATER FIT FOR PURPOSE



FUTURE…WATER FIT FOR PURPOSE



REGULATION

TECHNOLOGYMINDSET



The Future is now - BEER!



EDUCATION: ONE 

PINT AT A TIME





THE TIME IS NOW

• Demands are growing

• Technology exists

• Drought and climate change 

have started the conversation

• It’s time to update reuse rules



Questions? 

Cheers!



SMACKDOWN!





Extra slides from this point on…



Thank you to

our sponsors



HIGH PURITY WATER PROCESS



High Purity Water/Pure Water Brew

• Demystify water purification and the urban 
water cycle

• Showcase innovative water technology to 

inform how water can be used 

• Bolster Oregon’s reputation as an innovator

• Start a conversation about the nature of 

water



The water is safe to make beer, but it 

was  haunted by it’s history
The water is safe but, 
haunted by its history



DEQ notice





80+  TV news reports
60 + media markets
10 Countries 60+ radio 

stories

More then 150 newspapers, 
magazines and online news 
sites

WITHIN THREE WEEKS…



It's all a matter of perception. ALL 
of the water we use, has been 

recycled, over and over again, by 
nature. Which is something we 

SHOULD be paying more 
attention to—OPB Radio



It's all a matter of perception. ALL 
of the water we use, has been 

recycled, over and over again, by 
nature. Which is something we 

SHOULD be paying mre attention 
to

I get a laugh at the toilet-to-tap crowd. 
"Purify wastewater and drink it?! That is 
disgusting! Purify wastewater, pump it 
into the ground, pump it back out of the 
ground, now that is acceptable....

--Facebook comment



If you live anywhere that gets any 
portion of its water supply from a river, 
you’re likely already drinking “recycled 
wastewater,” as the treated sewage from 
towns upstream gets cycled through 
your own municipal water system.

Thus, in the running competition to 
come up with a name for Portland’s 
newfangled brew, here’s a suggestion: 
Just call it beer.






